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Low speed statio sd. fluotuaking pressure distributions 
on a cylindriosl body with a square flat plate airbrake 

T. B. &en 

There is a very rapid increase both in the r.m,s. amplitude of the 
pressure fluotuatzons and ?n the area of the body affeoted, lf the brake 
en&e is increased beyond 50'. At the lower frequencies there is a large 
xvz-ease in smplitude between &Jo and 50' which is associated with the 
appearance of a regular shedding of turbulent eddies. On the model used, 
with an average gap of about 27$ of the length of the side of the brake, 
the shedding frequencies we xx close agreement with those measured on an 
isolated plate at the smaller brake angles snd slightly higher than on an 
isolated plate at tie higher brake angles. The fluctuatzng pressures due 
to the brake are little affected by the distance of the brake from the 
tail of the body. 
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I Introduction 

Measurements have been made of the mean values of the static pressure 
and the fluctuations in static pressure at the surface of a body fitted 
with an airbrake. Lift, drag and pitching moment mensurements on the same 
model have been reported in Ref. I. 

2 Descriotion of tests 

The body was 4.5 in. in diameter with a parallel section about 6 
diemeters long, a faired nose end a bluff tail. The brake was a 3 in. 
square flat plate hinged on a line tengentiel to the body surface with a 
minismnn gap of 0.28 (where& is the length of the side of the plate). A 
sketch of the model is given in Fig. 1~ The equipment used to measure the 
pressure fluctuations is described in en Appendix. 

The pressure pickup was buried in the body with the end of one pi e 
flush with the surface. The other pipe was connected to a length of 3 32 7 
in. O.D. oopper tubing leading to the outside of the tunnel. 

It had been inferred from the measurements of Ref. I that the bo?ly 
static. pressure distribution associated with the brake was practically 
unaffected by the distance of the breke from the tail of the body provided 
that this distance was greater thsn 3.8. The pressure pickup was therefore 
buried in the body 48 ahead of the tail for most of the tests and the 
brske hinge position was Wried from ?~5 to 98. 

At the highor brake angles it was fomd that the pressure fluctua- 
tione were still appreciable S behind the brake hinge; at brake angles 
of 70’ end 90' the field of measurement was therefore extended to 6.58 by 
usmg the pickup 2.34 ahead of the tail of the body. 

In addition a fm< measurements were made with the pressure pickup at 
O& and l.OG ahead of the tail to discover whether the pressure fluctua- 
tions are affected. by the proximity of the brake to the tail of the body. 

The static pressure distributions behind the brake-hinge were 
measured using the prossure pickup but it was found more convenient to 
make the measurements ahead of the brake-hinge with a fcreepert static 
tube connected to a manometer. For the latter tests the brake-hinge was 
fixed at 5.4& ahead of the tail of the body. 

The tests were made in the R.A.E. 4 ft x 3 f't wind tunnel in Januery 
and April 1955 at a wind ti~cx?d of 140 ft/sec. The model was suspended 
from the roof of the tucnelby a single braced strut, with the rear of the 
model located by three wires attached to an axial spx-&Le Just aft of the 
bluff tail of the body (Fag. I). The brake %ras always attached belog the 
body, i.e. on the shorter axis of the tunnel. The off-axis pressure 
measurements were made by rotating the reer pert of the body containing 
the pressure pickup about the longitudinel body axis. 

The body axis was at sero incidence throughout. 

3 Discussion of Results 

The mean static and fluctuating pressure distributions on the body 
due to the brake are shown in Fig. 5. The mean static pressure (P) is 
given in terms of &Uoz relative to the static pressure on the body 
without breke. The r.m.s. value of the static pressure fluctuation (p) 
is also given in terms of @Jo2; on the body without brake the value of 
GPUo2 was about 0.003e A blockage correction for the body only has been 
applied to all the results, anountm~ to 1.6$ on &pUo2. 
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3.1 Flow chsrecteristics 

An exemination of the flow with a wool tuft showed. that, at a brake 
eagle of 300, the flow was still attached to the rew surface of the breke 
on the centre line end. that there were two lerge trailkg vortices from 
the tips. By 40' the flow had. completely seperated from the rear surface 
of the breke and there was a clceed bubble contakw a circdatjng flow 
behind the brake. Further increases III the breke engle did not alter the 
type of flow pattern but the bubble, which at 4O'was smell and well cleer 
of the body, grew with increasmg brake a&e until at 90' it was of greater 
cross section then the breke ed appeared to touch the body surface about 
?t? behind the breke hinge. 

32 Mean ste.tio pressure kistri.bution 

At a brake ogle of 30' there is a large suctwn under the brake, 
easomated with the high velocity through the gap. This suction is markedly 
reduced at 40' and as the angle is further increased the pattern rematis 
similar but there is a gradual reduction ti the suction beh5nd the brake 
end en increase in the positive pressure ahead of the bre.ke. 

3.3 Pressure fluctuaticms 

At a brake angle of 30° there is a high level of pressure fluctuation 
cm the bow jmmediately above the brelce, associated with the rapEi ex- 
psnsion of the passage between the brake s&the body. The level of the 
fluctuations is much reduced at 40' brekc engle when the flow has sepsrated 
from the rear surface of the brake. Further increae in the breke angle 
gives a rapid increase both in the level of the pressure fluctuations end 
in the area of the body affected. As an illustration of this, the integral 
of the pressure fluctuation emplitude (above 0.01) end the area affected 
LY plotted I.II Fig. 7 as a coefficient based cm breke erea. The curve 
rises very rapidly beyond a brake engle of 50°, elthough it must be 
aphaszed that the quantity plotted fioes not represent the true buff&kg 
excitation sjnce no allowanoe has been made for the phasing of the fluctua- 
tions (which wzs not measured) or the curvature of the body surface. 

3-h Spectra of pressure fluctuations ,' 
Anelyse~ were made of the preGO --we fluctuations at a number of potits 

(ahown in Fig. 5). The resulting spectra are shown III Fig. 6*. For 
converirmce in discuasingtheresults two frequen~renges are arbitrarily 
&fin& 

low frequency range n < 0.1** 
high frequency range n > 0.1 . 

At 30' brake angle, most of the energy is in the high frequency 
range. Between 40' end 50° there ~.s sn increase in low frequency empli- 
tudes of nealy three times. Further increase of the brske engle adds 
enera mainly in the hi& frequency range, but there is d-so a steady 
increase in the energy at low fkequency. 

* The ordinate used 1s dS7 which has the adventage that the r,m.s. 
velue of the pressure fluctuation in a zanall bsnd of frequency is approxi- 
mately oquel to the appropriate velue of m multiplid by the squere 
root of the bendwdth ratio. 

** For example, for a brake 3 f't square at 1000 ft/sec, n = 001 
correspcmds to a frequw2y of 33 0.p.s. 
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The large mcrease in low fhquency exoitatim between 40' ana 50' 
is associatecl with the appesrance of a regulsr shedding O? turbulent eddies 
(indicated by the shsq peak3* in the spectra) in the wake. The value of 
n at which shc&.ing occurs is bow as the Strouhal number. Thus is 
plotted in Fig. 8 together with the values for isolated plates reporbed 
in Ref. I. It is apparent that with the gap used on the present model, 
the presence of the body has little effect on the Strouhd number, except 
at brake sngles above about 60' when the presence of the body increases 
the shedding f&quency slightly. 

It is of interest to note that at 90' brake angle the spectrum 
measurd off centre (Fig. 6(e) spectre D) shows the shedding frequency 
peak VW strongly, while the wntre line spectra (B and C) show little 
sign of it and the smell peak in centre line spectrum A 13 at twice the 
sheading flwpzmy. This suggests that at a brake angle of 90' the 
fluctuaticns in flew associated with the shedding eze predominantly later&L 

3.5 Effect cf the prox5nit.v of the brske to the tajl of the bcd.y 

All of the results discussed so far have referred to tests inrhich 
the brake hinge Line was at ieast 48 ehead of the tsil of the body, snd 
the results should be indepzndent of increased body length behind the brake. 
A few tests were mzde to check the effect on the pessure fluctuatias of 
reducing the length of bo@ behmd the brake. The rearmost positi~ of 
the picky in these experjmznts was 0-g ahead of the tail of the body and 
the rearmost positicm of the brake was I.!% ahead of the tail. Deteils 
of the positions test4 and. the results obt.ai.ned sre given in Table I. 
It will bo seen that tine effect of reducing the length of body behind. the 
brske hinge is gmerally swll. 

4 Conclwias 

There is a rapid increase both in the r.m.s. emplitudes of the 
pressure fluctuations and ti the area of the bcdy affected, if the brske 
angle is increased above 50'. In the 1~ fiequencyrenge (vslues of n 
below O*l) there is a large increase in znp1~tud.e between 40' and 50° brake 
angle? which is associated with the appeersnce of a regder she&g of 
turbulent eaales. The value of n at %Thich shedding occurs (Strouhel 
number) varies from 0.25 at 50' to 0.13 at $I@. These numbers ere in f&r 
agrement with those for an isolated plate, although the frequency of 
she&g is increased slightly due to the pesence of the body at the 
higher brake engles. The pressure fluctuations due to the brake are not 
much affected by the distance of the brake from the tail of the body, 

The meen static pressure distributions on the boS,y show a positive 
pesk ahead of the brake and a negazlve peak behind. These peak values 
vary pm 0.1 Q 3nd -1-O ti at 30 brske engle to +O.G qc and -0.6 qo 
at VO . There u no obvious connection between the mesn and fluotuating 
static pressure distributions in that the pressure fluctuation ma&ma 
do not in general correspond either to static pressure madma or minima 
cr to m3ximum static pressure gredi~t, elthough at the higher brake angles 
there is scnne looal inoreae in the pressure fluctuaticms jn the srea of 
maxbum pressure recovery ~adient. 

Further tests to mvestigate the effect of gap sre to be made. The 
brdce will be fitted on a flat-plate wing so that the gap oen be defjnsd 
more easily than on the cylindricd. body- 

* The shapes (including the hei&ts)of the peaks in the spectra ere 
determined by the characteristics of the analyser. Strictly, the results 
should be presented in the form of the continuous spectrum and the r*m.s. 
value of the fluctuation at the stigle frcquacy. For the present purpose 
it is sufficLed to recognise the existence of peaks. 
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LIST OF SYNJ3OL2 

= angle of brake relative to body axis 

c lengtkn of side of brake 

z diameter of body 

z distance of brake hinge line from tail of body 

= distance of pressure pickup behind brake hinge 

z distance of pressure pIckup from brake centre line measured. 
along body surface 

z tunnel speed (corrected for body blookage of O.E$) 

z frequency (oyoles/second) 
u. 

f 

n 

An 

% 

P 

P + p' 

P2 

bJ2 

zgz non dmens~on2.1 frequency par2met.3 
UO 

z analyser bandwidth expressed non dunens~onally 

z mesn stat&z pressure at a point on the body surface 

z instantaneous static pressure 

z pJ z mean square valw (vrlth respect to tzme) of static 
pressure fluotvatlons 

z mean square value of static pressure fluctuation passed by 
analyser 

= $ = analyser bandwIdth (cycles/sea) = 0-4 
tuned frequency (cycles/sea) 

z analyser bandwidth ratlo 

zz Spectrum function (see Appedix) 
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NO. Author Title, etc. 
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I R. Fail, T.B. Owen, Pmlinkiary low speed wind. tunf3el tests 
R.C.W. Eyre on flat plates snd air-brakes: flow, 

vibration snd balance measurements. 
C.P.251. Januxcy, 1955. 

2 M.O.W. Wolfe The measur?med of fldxating fluid 
pressures. 
Airorsft Eng5neer5ng. 
Vol. 21. xo. 250. Deceder, 4949. 

3 H, Schuh snd Wide range, amplifier for turbulence 
D. Walker measurements with adjustable upper. 

frequency limit. 
c.I'. 198. August, 1953. 





APPENDIX 

Method of measuring fluctuating pressures 

The pressure pickup (Fig. 3) was of aapacit!? typ0, developed from 
an origmal design by Wdfez, A block diagrsm of the assedated equipment 
is gxven in Fig. 2. The analyser was of constant-percentage-bandmath 
type (badwidth z 0.1 x tuned frequency) with e range from 2.5 to 750 
C.P.S. The final smplifier is described in Ref. 3. 

With this equipment messure ents were made of the mesn square of 
the total output of the pickup, Y p . Measurements were also made of the 
mean square of the analyser output, Ap , over a range of frequency f, 
or, in non-dmansional form, n = f8/Uo. The spectrum function F(n is j 
defined so that F(n) dn is the contribution to p2/qo2 of frequencies 
between n and n + dn. Thus, if the analyser bandwdth is -11, 

F(n) = Ap2/s2 An 

and n F(n) = Ap2/qo2 sA approximately 

For the analyser used, eA z &Z was roughly oonstant and equal to 0.1. 
n 

TLe mean square value of the pressure fluctuation (P,,~)~ contained 

in the band of frequency between n., and n2 is givenby 

fi2 
z 

1 
n F(n) d(log n) 

*I 

n=- 

P2/qo2 = n F(n) d(log n) 

An example of the accuracy obtained with this equipment is show 
in Fig. I+. These measurements were made, &zing the development of the 
pxkup, on the rear wall of a rectangular oavity in a cylindrxcalbody, 
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Further develo~ent of the equipment is procceting so that measure- 
ments osn be ma&e at higher frequencies. This will enable tests to be msde 
at higher speeds an3 on smaller models. A Muirhead. PAMETRADA wave analyser 
has been obtained with a frequency range from 2. c.p.s. to 21 kc.p.% The 
design of high f'requenoy piokups is being considered; these will probably 
have flush diagrams about 0.5 in. =n diameter. 
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TABLE I 

Vslues of P/Q onbreke oentreline 
I 
I I 

ii ii 
e” e” 2 2 6 6 

e e 5.5 5.5 5.0 5.0 $5 $5 2.0 2.0 1.5 1.5 

0.5 0.5 - - 0.097 0.097 - - 0.107 0.107 
30 30 1.0 1.0 - - 0.069 0.069 - - 0.077 0.077 0.068 0.068 

1*5 1*5 0.035 0.035 - - 
7 7 

o.oij.0 o.oij.0 - - 

0.5 0.5 - - o&2 o&2 - - 0.046 0.046 
I+0 I+0 1.0 1.0 - - 0.037 0.037 * * - - 0.036 0.036 0.039 0.039 

I.5 I.5 0.032 0.032 - - 7 7 0.029 0.029 - - 

0.5 0.5 - - - - 
50 50 1.0 1.0 - - 0.052 0.052 

j*5 j*5 0.074 0.074 
I I 

o&.6 o&.6 - - 
A A 

0.045 0.045 
0.051 0.051 0.051 0.051 

- - 0.052 0.052 - - 

0.5 0.5 - - 0.637 0.637 " " 0.038 0.038 
70 70 1.0 1.0 - - 0.051 0.051 -! -! 0.052 0.052 0.051 0.051 

I*5 I*5 3.068 3.068 - - 0.061 0.061 - - 

1 1 2 2 
0.$+6 0.$+6 - - 0.034 0.034 

go go - - 0.061 0.061 
1 1 

0.067 0.067 0.051 0.051 
1 1 I*5 I*5 0.112 0.112 - - 0.095 0.095 - - 

EI = Brakeengle 
8 = Length of side of brake 
x 2 Distance of piokup behind breke h-e 
X = Distance of breke hinge (Yom tail of body 
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I 42.90” I 

HINGE PLAT-ES 
SOLDERED TQ 00 r4’ * 

-- 2Q S!&& METAL 
0AND 

REAR PRESSUR 
CONNECTION 

ELECTRICAL CAPACITY TYPE 

CONNKTION PRtSSURE PICK-UP * 

FlG.1. DETAILS OF MODEL. 



FOR CAL1 0RATl ON 

CAPACITY TYPE 
PRESSURE PICK-UP 

MICROVOLTER 
DAWE INSTRUMENTS 

+TYPE I , ‘7, 

1 GENERAL RADIO Vl6RAllON 
IANALYSER. TYPE 762-B. 
/(FREQUENCY RA N E 2.5-75Ocp.s) 6 
I 
I 

L 

I l ’ 
SOUTHERN SOUTHERN ~A~~PLIFIER OUTPUT 
INSTRUMENTS INSTRUMENTS I ~&THERMO- GALVANOMETER 
OSCILLATOR PRE-AMPLIFI ER \ ‘JUNCTION , 

ANALYSER OUT OF CIRCUIT 
FOR TOTAL MEASUREMENTS 

FlG.2. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS 
FOR MEASUREMENT OF PRESSURE 

FLUCTUATIONS. 

REAR PRESSURE 
CENTRE CONDUCTOR 
SOLDERED TO REAR 

LATE CONNECTION 

-SHIM (~~IOSPHOR BRONZE) 

FRONT CONDENSER PLATE 
HOSPHORBRONZE DIAPHRAGM 0.005” THICK) 

FRONT CASING 

0 0.5 l-0 
FRONT PRESSURE 
HOLE 

lllll~lllJ 
SCALE INCHES 

FlG.3. “EXPLODEti SECTION OF CAPACITY 
TYPE PRESSURE PICK-UP- 

(5ENSlTlVlTY ADJUSTED BY VARYING THlCKNES5 OF SHIM) 



o-08, , 

. 

O-01 

0.06 

4% 

0.04 

o-03 X U. = I50 FT/ SEC. 

o-02 

0-01 

0 . 

uo = FREE STREAM VELOCITY 

5 = - FREQUENCY (CYCLES[SEC.) 

Ap' = MEAN SQUARE OUTPUT OF ANALYSER 

CA= 
ANAL’fSER BANDWIDTH (CYLES/ SEC.) - o.,oo 

TUNED FREQUENCY (CYCLES/ SEC> 

L= LENGTH OF CAVITY 

YL= $9 
uo 

‘nFh)= Ap2 
A 

$0 cA 

. R.M.S. VALUE OF THE PRESSURE FLUCTUATION IN A SMALL BAND 
OF FREQUENCY IS EQUAL TO m MULTIPLIED BY THE 
SQUARE ROOT OF THE BANDWIDTH RATIO 

FlG.4. EXAMPLE OF PRESSURE FLUCTUATION 
MEASUREMENTS ON -REAR WALL OF RECTANGULAR 

CAVITY IN A CYLINDRICAL BODY. 
(SEE APPENDIX). \ 
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FIG.5 (a-c). FLUCTUATING AND STATIC PRESSURE 
DISTRIBUTIONS ON BODY SURFACE. 

COfiTOURS AND PROJECTED BRAKE AREA SJiowN ON DEVELOPED BODY SURFACE- 

@INDICATES POINTS AT WHICH SPECTRA HAVE BEEN MEASURED 
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FlG.6(a-c). PRESSURE FLUCTUdTlON SPECTRA 
MEASURED AT POINTS INDICATED IN FlG.5(a-c). 
X= DISTANCE OF PRESSURE PICK-UP BEHIND BRAKE HlNE,E-LINE. 
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